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TLC LAUNCHES TWO BRAND NEW SERIES WITH DAVID & ANNIE AND LOREN &
ALEXEI AS THEY OPEN THE DOORS TO THEIR GROWING FAMILIES IN 'AFTER

THE 90 DAYS'

DAVID & ANNIE: AFTER THE 90 DAYS and LOREN & ALEXEI: AFTER THE 90 DAYS
Premiere on Monday, January 10th at 9pm & 9:30pm-

(Los Angeles, Calif.) — The engagements, wedding bells and honeymoons are over and the
next chapters for David & Annie and Loren & Alexei have arrived! These beloved couples have
shared everything from their romantic roots to joyful weddings to trying tests and tribulations.
Now, each couple is expanding into another dimension and showing us the raw, real and
exposed reality of growing a family, beginning Monday, January 10 at 9PM and 9:30PM ET/PT
respectively.

“For the past few years, we’ve watched David & Annie and Loren & Alexei fall in love, get
married and whisper not-so-sweet nothings on Pillow Talk,” said Howard Lee, President of TLC
Streaming and Network Originals. “As their broods have grown, we are naturally invested in
watching these beloved couples tackle their evolving family dynamics. Family is everything to us
at TLC and David & Annie and Loren & Alexei are family who will tickle us with all the heart,
humour and torment that comes with everyday family life!”

In DAVID & ANNIE: AFTER THE 90 DAYS, life is getting flipped upside down as they attempt to
bring Annie’s 14-year-old brother Jordan and 16-year-old cousin Amber to America. With the
hopes that it will open up more opportunities for the children’s futures, David & Annie travel back
to Annie’s village in Thailand to pick up the teenagers. There, they are faced with obstacle after
unexpected obstacle, as the road to guardianship may be harder than either of them ever
expected.

Come along for the wild and emotional journey with LOREN & ALEXEI: AFTER THE 90 DAYS.
As their due date quickly approaches, follow the couple as they get ready to go from a family of
3 to a family of 4. From a last-minute trip to Israel for Alexei, to mommy and me classes,
babymoons, and a scary trip to the NICU, watch as they bring home their new little one and
embark on life with two under two!



Follow TLC on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, TikTok, and YouTube for the latest on all things 90
DAY FIANCE. Join the conversation using #DavidAndAnnie and #LorenAndAlexei and catch up
on 90 DAY FIANCE on discovery+ streaming service, available now.

DAVID & ANNIE and LOREN & ALEXEI: AFTER THE 90 DAYS are produced by Sharp
Entertainment for TLC.

ABOUT TLC
Offering remarkable real-life stories without judgment, TLC shares everyday heart, humor, hope
and human connection with programming genres that include fascinating families, heartwarming
transformations and life’s milestone moments. TLC finished 2020 as the #1 primetime
ad-supported cable network with all key women demos.
 
TLC is a global brand available in 77 million homes in the US and 270 million households
around the world. Viewers can enjoy their favorite shows anytime, anywhere on discovery+, the
definitive non-fiction, real-life subscription streaming service. A destination
online, TLC.com offers in-depth fan sites and exclusive original video content. Fans can also
interact with TLC on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat and Pinterest. TLC is part of
Discovery (NASDAQ: DISCA, DISCB, DISCK), reaching 3 billion cumulative viewers in more
than 220 countries and territories to satisfy curiosity and captivate superfans with a portfolio of
premium nonfiction, lifestyle, sports and kids content brands.

For more information on TLC shows, visit press.discovery.com/tlc/us; for more on discovery+
shows, visit press.discoveryplus.com.
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